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Long-Term Synaptic Changes Induced in the
Cerebellar Cortex by Fear Conditioning

rate, and startle (Kim and Fanselow, 1992; Rogan et al.,
1997; Fendt and Fanselow, 1999; Sacchetti et al., 1999;
LeDoux, 2000; Walker and Davis, 2002; Sanders et al.,

Benedetto Sacchetti,1 Bibiana Scelfo,1

Filippo Tempia,2 and Piergiorgio Strata1,3,*
1Rita Levi-Montalcini Center for Brain Repair
Department of Neuroscience 2003). Learned fear is commonly employed to study the

neural circuits and the cellular mechanisms underlyingUniversity of Turin
Corso Raffaello 30 associative memory processes related to emotional be-

havior.I-10125 Turin
Italy A growing body of data suggests that the cerebellum

is involved in fear behavior both in experimental animals2 Department of Internal Medicine
Section of Human Physiology and humans (Snider and Maiti, 1976; Heath et al., 1981;

Supple et al., 1987, 1988; Supple and Leaton, 1990;University of Perugia
Via del Giochetto Sebastiani et al., 1992; Supple and Kapp, 1993; Schmah-

mann and Sherman, 1998; Parvizi et al., 2001; MaschkeI-06126 Perugia
Italy et al., 2002; Sacchetti et al., 2002b). Stimulation of cere-

bellar vermis induces a complex behavioral pattern in-3 Rehabilitation Hospital and Research Institute
Santa Lucia Foundation dicative of emotional arousal in animals (Snider and

Maiti, 1976) and elicits psychotic symptoms in humansVia Ardeatina 306
I-00179 Rome (Heath et al., 1981). Cerebellar pathologies have also

been correlated with various emotional disorders suchItaly
as depression and autism (Snider and Maiti, 1976; Heath
et al., 1981; Schmahmann and Sherman, 1998; Parvizi
et al., 2001). In addition, cerebellar dysfunction affectsSummary
autonomic and behavioral conditioned fear responses
(Supple et al., 1987, 1988; Supple and Leaton, 1990;To better understand learning mechanisms, one needs

to study synaptic plasticity induced by behavioral Sebastiani et al., 1992; Supple and Kapp, 1993; Schmah-
mann and Sherman, 1998; Maschke et al., 2002; Sac-training. Recently, it has been demonstrated that the

cerebellum is involved in the consolidation of fear chetti et al., 2002b). Nevertheless, how the cerebellum
contributes to emotional spontaneous and learned be-memory. Nevertheless, how the cerebellum contrib-

utes to emotional behavior is far from known. In cere- havior is not known. A recent report showed that the
reversible inactivation of the cerebellar cortex abolishesbellar slices at 10 min and 24 hr following fear condi-

tioning, we found a long-lasting potentiation of the the retention of fear conditioning (Sacchetti et al.,
2002b). This effect was obtained by injecting tetrodo-synapse between parallel fibers and Purkinje cells in

vermal lobules V-VI, but not in the climbing fiber syn- toxin after the acquisition session and performing the
retention session when the tetrodotoxin reversibleapses. The mechanism is postsynaptic, due to an in-

creased AMPA response. In addition, in hotfoot mice blockade was over. This procedure ensured that there
was no interference with sensory or motor response sowith a primary deficiency of the parallel fiber to Pur-

kinje cell synapse, cued (but not contextual) fear con- that any amnesic effect was due only to the disruption
of the fear memory trace. Nevertheless, there are noditioning is affected. We propose that this synapse

plays an important role in the learned fear and that its data on synaptic changes inside the cerebellum after
behavioral training. Long-term depression (LTD) andlong-term potentiation may represent a contribution

to the neural substrate of fear memory. long-term potentiation (LTP) in the parallel fiber (PF) to
Purkinje cell (PC) synapses were obtained by electrical
stimulation in vitro in the cerebellar cortex, and theyIntroduction
have been assumed to play a role in cerebellar motor
learning (Marr, 1969; Albus, 1971; Ito, 1984, 2001; KimFear is a basic evolutionarily conserved emotion that is

essential for survival because it triggers a set of defen- and Thompson, 1997; Medina et al., 2000, 2002; Attwell
et al., 2002; Koekkoek et al., 2003). While for the vestib-sive reactions aimed at counteracting the threatening

events. The memory of learned fear can be assessed ulo-ocular reflex and the eye blink conditioning there is a
satisfactory model of operation, nothing is known aboutusing a Pavlovian fear conditioning paradigm (Kim and

Fanselow, 1992; Rogan et al., 1997; Fendt and Fanselow, fear conditioning. Therefore, the aim of the present work
is to identify possible long-term synaptic plasticity in the1999; Sacchetti et al., 1999; LeDoux, 2000; Walker and

Davis, 2002; Sanders et al., 2003). Here, a neutral stimu- cerebellar cortex associated with emotional memory.
lus, usually a tone acting as a conditioned stimulus (CS),
is repeatedly paired with an aversive foot shock, acting Results
as an unconditioned stimulus (US). As a result of this
pairing, the CS comes to elicit a set of defensive behav- Fear Conditioning Elicits an LTP
ioral responses that include freezing, increased heart of PF-PC Synapses

Three groups, each of 12 rats, were studied. The three
categories were (1) naive animals that received no train-*Correspondence: piergiorgio.strata@unito.it
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Figure 1. Fear Conditioning Induces a Long-
Lasting Increase in the PF-PC Synaptic
Strength

(A) Freezing response was measured as per-
centage of immobility during retention ses-
sion performed 10 min after acquisition para-
digm in naive (N, n � 12), unpaired (U, n �

12), and conditioned (C, n � 12) groups.
Mean � SEM freezing as percentage of im-
mobility.
(B) Fear retention measured 24 hr after acqui-
sition session.
(C) Lobules V and VI (dark gray) and lobules
IX and X (light gray) of cerebellar vermis.
(D) PC with the two excitatory inputs, PF
and CF.
(E) Input-output data for PF-PC EPSCs from
naive (circle, n � 17), unpaired (square, n �

16), and conditioned (triangle, n � 22) groups
in slices prepared 10 min after acquisition
session.
(F) Input-output measured 24 hr after acquisi-
tion session. Reported values are mean �

SEM.

ing, (2) conditioned animals that received a pairing of a (our data; Moye and Rudy, 1987). We recorded from
cerebellar lobules V and VI (Figure 1C), an area thattone with an electric shock, and (3) unpaired control

animals that received tone and electrical stimulation in represents the site of dominant convergence of acoustic
and nociceptive stimuli (Snider and Stowell, 1944;an unpaired pattern. Fear retention was evaluated by

measuring freezing, the expression of fear behavior (Kim Huang et al., 1982) and is related to the expression of
emotional behavior (Supple and Kapp, 1993; Sebastianiand Fanselow, 1992; Rogan et al., 1997; Fendt and

Fanselow, 1999; Sacchetti et al., 1999; LeDoux, 2000), et al., 1992).
Figure 1E illustrates the amplitude of the currentduring the administration of the CS alone at 10 min and

24 hr after the acquisition session. At both time intervals, evoked in the PC by stimulating the PF at increasing
strength. To provide a quantitative evaluation of thein the fear-conditioned rats, the periods of immobility,

expressed as percentage of the total time during the whole response in the PC, we calculated the slope of
the curves. Input-output relations measuring excitatoryretrieval phase, were increased relative to the unpaired

and naive groups (p � 0.005 in all instances; one-way postsynaptic current (EPSC) amplitude (pA, output) as
a function of PF stimulus intensity (�A, input) for eachANOVA test and Newman Keuls posttest) [10 min: naive,

38.18 � 5.99; unpaired, 43.59 � 7.81; conditioned, neuron were compared in the three groups. One-way
ANOVA test was performed on the slope values of the90.378 � 4.78; F(2,35) � 20.32; Figure 1A; 24 hr: naive,

36.32 � 8.93; unpaired, 40.86 � 8.55; conditioned, linear fits obtained in each cell for the first three points
of the stimulus-response curve. In the slices prepared89.62 � 5.76; F(2,35) � 13.23; Figure 1B]. There was

no significant difference between naive and unpaired at 10 min, the average slope value for the conditioned
group (91.12 � 16.98 pA/�A, n � 17) was significantlygroups (p � 0.05). Therefore, the increased freezing re-

sponse, observed in fear-conditioned rats, was specifi- higher relative to the unpaired (57.88 � 5.77 pA/�A, n �
16) and naive (45.36 � 4.02 pA/�A, n � 22) groupscally due to the associative processes underlying CS-US

association (Rogan et al., 1997; McKernan and Shinnick- [F(2,52) � 5.731; p � 0.005 naive-conditioned, p � 0.05
unpaired-conditioned; Newman Keuls posttest; FigureGallagher, 1997). From other naive, unpaired, and condi-

tioned groups of rats, we prepared parasagittal slices 1E]. There was no significant difference between naive
and unpaired groups (p � 0.05). Similar results werenear the midline from the dorsal vermis of the cerebellum

at 10 min and 24 hr (Figure 1C). The procedure was obtained in the slices prepared at 24 hr [naive, 54.74 �
6.99 pA/�A, n � 17; unpaired, 48.33 � 4.94 pA/�A, n �directed at revealing possible long-term synaptic

changes related to memory consolidation (McGaugh, 23; conditioned, 111.4 � 18.53 pA/�A, n � 17; F(2,54) �
9.925; p � 0.001 for naive-conditioned and unpaired-2000; Sacchetti et al., 2001, 2002a). We recorded from

P14–P16 animals in which the cerebellar circuitry has conditioned; p � 0.05 naive-unpaired; Figure 1F]. We
conclude that the potentiation observed in the fear-con-already achieved its final architecture at qualitative but

not quantitative levels (Ito, 1984). Indeed, with the further ditioned animals is specifically related to the associative
processes that underlie emotional memories.development of dendrites, voltage clamp recordings be-

come less reliable because of dendritic filtering and The fast PF-PC EPSCs are due to ionotropic �-amino-
3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazalproprionate (AMPA) re-space clamp errors (see Experimental Procedures). Fear

conditioning, however, is already present at this age ceptors (Konnerth et al., 1990; Perkel et al., 1990). To
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confirm that the increase of the recorded current was
due to a potentiation of the AMPA-mediated responses
and not to the recruitment of a non-AMPA current, we
performed similar recordings in the presence of NBQX,
a specific AMPA antagonist (10 �M). In all instances,
we observed no response (Figure 1F). Our experiments
provide a demonstration that a potentiation of a synaptic
response is associated in the cerebellum with the forma-
tion of new memories.

Pre- versus Postsynaptic Localization of LTP
In order to assess whether the observed potentiation
was due to a change in the axonal excitability of the
PFs axons, we measured the amplitude of the PF volley
in relation to the strength of stimulation. PF stimulation
produced a well-characterized extracellular triphasic
potential (p1-n1-p2) that corresponds to the current gen-
erated by propagating action potentials along the PFs
(Figure 2A; Ito, 1984; Salin et al., 1996; Levenes et al.,
1998). These experiments were performed in the pres-
ence of kynurenic acid (1 mM) in order to prevent con-
tamination by postsynaptic signals (Levenes et al.,
1998). One-way ANOVA test was performed on the slope
values of the linear fits obtained for the first three points
of the stimulus-response curve and on the presumed
volley threshold obtained by extrapolating the intercept
to the x axis. There was no significant difference for both
the slope (naive, 72.17 � 6.6 mV/�A, n � 25; unpaired,
69.24 � 8.7 mV/�A, n � 24; conditioned, 72.45 � 9.9
mV/�A, n � 25; p � 0.05) and the threshold (naive, 9 �
1.4 �A, n � 25; unpaired, 8.6 � 1.7 �A, n � 24; condi-
tioned, 9.8 � 1 �A, n � 25; p � 0.05; Figure 2B) values.

Figure 2. Fear Learning Does Not Change PF Axon Volley or PFThe next step was to test whether our synaptic poten-
Synaptic Facilitationtiation occurred at pre- and/or postsynaptic levels. For
(A) Superimposed traces obtained by stimulating PF axons at threethis, we first analyzed the paired-pulse facilitation (PPF)
stimulus strengths. The triphasic potential (p1-n1-p2) corresponds

of PF-PC responses (Figures 2C and 2D). Such facilita- to the field generated by evoked action potentials propagating
tion is an index of a short-term enhancement in synaptic along PFs.
efficacy attributed to residual calcium that facilitates (B) Input-output data for PF volley from naive (circle, n � 25), un-

paired (square, n � 24), and conditioned (triangle, n � 25) groupstransmitter release (Salin et al., 1996; McKernan and
in slices prepared 24 hr after acquisition session. Reported valuesShinnick-Gallagher, 1997; Jacoby et al., 2001; Lev-Ram
are mean � SEM.et al., 2002). Changes of PPF during long-term plasticity
(C) Superimposed traces of EPSCs obtained by paired PF stimuli

suggest the involvement of presynaptic component, with four different stimulus intervals. The synaptic current elicited
whereas unchanged PPF shows that the long-term plas- by a second stimulus is similarly facilitated in cells from naive, un-
ticity is postsynaptic (Salin et al., 1996; McKernan and paired, and conditioned groups at the four different time intervals

(50, 100, 150, 200 ms) between the first and the second responses.Shinnick-Gallagher, 1997; Jacoby et al., 2001; Lev-Ram
(D) PPF ratio in naive (circle, n � 15), unpaired (square, n � 14), andet al., 2002). One-way ANOVA test at each of the four
conditioned (triangle, n � 12) groups obtained in slices preparedtime intervals tested (50, 100, 150, 200 ms) showed no
24 hr after acquisition session. Reported values are mean � SEM.

difference (p � 0.05) in the PPF of the three behavioral
groups (Figures 2C and 2D). These data suggest that
the increase of synaptic efficacy has no significant pre- and selectively enhanced, allowing detailed analysis of

evoked quantal events (Figure 3A; Oliet et al., 1996;synaptic component and is completely postsynapti-
cally expressed. Levenes et al., 1998). Asynchronous events arising from

the stimulated PF-PC synapses were accumulated intoAdditional support for this interpretation was provided
by analysis of single evoked quantal events. An ampli- amplitude and frequency histograms. The Kolmogorov-

Smirnov statistics revealed that the amplitude of Sr2�-tude increase of the postsynaptic response to a single
quantal release is an index of a postsynaptic potentia- induced asynchronous events was significantly greater

(p � 0.001) in the conditioned (27.49 � 12.30 pA; n �tion, while a change in frequency is an index of a presyn-
aptic modification (Oliet et al., 1996; Levenes et al., 118 events in 10 cells) relative to the naive (20.10 � 6.07

pA; n � 106 events in 9 cells) and unpaired (21.3 � 7.731998). Quantal events were obtained by substituting
Ca2� with Sr2� in the bathing medium (Oliet et al., 1996; pA; n � 86 events in 9 cells) animals (Figure 3B). In

contrast, for the frequency there was no significant dif-Levenes et al., 1998). In this condition, the PF stimula-
tion-evoked synchronous release of transmitter is re- ference (respectively, 1.32 � 1.14 Hz, 1.18 � 1.14 Hz,

and 0.96 � 0.93 Hz; p � 0.05; Figure 3C).duced, but asynchronous release of quanta is markedly
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quickly desensitized (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994).
One-way ANOVA test showed a significant increase of
kainate-evoked currents in the fear-conditioned group
(274.67 � 7.22 pA, n � 11) relative to unpaired (173.3 �
12.12 pA, n � 8) and naive (183.59 � 18.56 pA, n � 6)
groups [F(2,24) � 12.53; p � 0.001; Figures 3D and 3E].
No difference was present between naive and unpaired
groups (p � 0.05).

When both quantal recordings and kainate perfusion
were performed in the presence of NBQX, no responses
occurred (Figures 3A and 3D), thus demonstrating the
AMPA nature of the response. All these data support
the conclusion that fear learning induces a long-lasting
increase of PF-PC synaptic efficacy and that this effect
is mediated by the postsynaptic AMPA receptors.

Fear Conditioning Does Not Modify
CF Synapse onto PC
In addition to the PF input, the PC receives a single
climbing fiber (CF) that is the terminal arborization of an
inferior olivary neuron (Figure 1D; Ito, 1984). The post-
synaptic current evoked by CF stimulation is character-
ized by an all-or-none response (Konnerth et al., 1990;
Perkel et al., 1990). Like PF-PC synapses, fast EPSCs
in the CF-PC synapses are mediated by AMPA receptors
(Konnerth et al., 1990; Perkel et al., 1990). In addition, this
input is characterized by a high degree of morphological
(Strata and Rossi, 1998; Bravin et al., 1999; Strata, 2002;
Cesa et al., 2003) and electrophysiological (Hansel and
Linden, 2000) plasticity. To test whether fear condition-
ing induces a long-term change in the CF-PC transmis-
sion, we recorded the responses to CF stimulation from
the same cells in which we previously measured PF-
PC EPSCs. One-way ANOVA test showed no difference
between the three behavioral groups both at 10 minFigure 3. Asynchronous Evoked Events Analysis and Kainate-

Evoked Currents Indicate a Postsynaptic Localization of the LTP [naive, 1390 � 107.50 pA, n � 11; unpaired, 1404 �
Induced by Fear Learning 135.12 pA, n � 7; conditioned, 1428 � 117.09 pA, n �
(A) Examples of evoked asynchronous events recorded in presence 13; F(2,28) � 0.0305, p � 0.05; Figures 4A and 4C] and
of Sr2� in naive, unpaired, and conditioned groups. The AMPA recep- at 24 hr [naive, 1409 � 125.55 pA, n � 9; unpaired,
tor antagonist NBQX blocks these responses. 1516 � 198.59 pA, n � 5; conditioned 1458 � 157.70
(B) Cumulative mean amplitude distributions of the asynchronous

pA, n � 13; F(2,20) � 0.0291, p � 0.05; Figures 4B andevents in naive (circle), unpaired (square), and conditioned (trian-
4D] time intervals. Paired-pulse stimulation of the CFgle) groups.
is characterized by a depression of the second EPSC(C) Mean detection rates (�SEM) in naive (N), unpaired (U), and

conditioned (C) groups. (paired-pulse depression, PPD) (Konnerth et al., 1990;
(D) Kainate-evoked currents (1 �M) in cells from naive, unpaired, Perkel et al., 1990). One-way ANOVA test showed no
and conditioned groups. The response is completely blocked in the difference between all groups both at 10 min and 24 hr
conditioned group by NBQX.

(p � 0.05 in all the instances; Figures 4E and 4F). Our(E) Mean amplitude (�SEM) of kainate-evoked currents in naive (N,
experiments thus show that this form of emotional learn-n � 6), unpaired (U, n � 8), and conditioned (C, n � 11) groups in
ing does not induce long-term changes in CF-PC syn-slices prepared at 24 hr after acquisition session.

apses. However, since the recordings were done after
the acquisition session, an involvement of the CF syn-
apses during the acquisition phase of fear learning can-To further confirm the postsynaptic nature of the po-
not be excluded.tentiation, we perfused the slices with kainate (1 �M) in

the presence of tetrodotoxin (1 �M) to activate only the
postsynaptic AMPA receptors of the recorded Purkinje PF-PC LTP Is Present in Cerebellar Lobules V

and VI, and not in Lobules IX and Xcells, thus avoiding indirect effects through other neu-
rons (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994; Tempia et al., Lobules V and VI were selected in our study because,

in addition to receiving nociceptive input, they have a1996). Unlike other AMPA receptor agonists (glutamate
and AMPA), kainate does not desensitize AMPA recep- dominant acoustic projection (Snider and Stowell, 1944;

Huang et al., 1982; Saab and Willis, 2003). The positivetors (Hollmann and Heinemann, 1994; Tempia et al.,
1996). Moreover, kainate evokes currents, which are effects obtained in this area prompted us to investigate

an area that is known not to be involved in aversivealmost exclusively mediated by AMPA receptors, since
the responses of high-affinity kainate receptors are behavior, like the lobules IX and X (Figure 1C; Supple
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Figure 4. CF-PC Responses Do Not Change
after Fear Learning

(A) CF-PC EPSCs at different holding poten-
tials in slices prepared 10 min after the behav-
ioral procedures.
(B) CF-PC EPSCs in slices prepared 24 hr
after acquisition session.
(C) I-V curves of naive (circle, n � 11), un-
paired (square, n � 7), and conditioned (trian-
gle, n � 13) groups in slices prepared 10 min
after the behavioral procedures.
(D) I-V curves of naive (circle, n � 9), unpaired
(square, n � 5), and conditioned (triangle, n �

9) groups in slices prepared at 24 hr.
(E) PPD (100 ms) at the different holding po-
tentials 10 min after acquisition.
(F) PPD obtained 24 hr after acquisition ses-
sion. Reported values are mean � SEM.

and Kapp, 1993; Sebastiani et al., 1992). One-way AN-
OVA test showed no difference in the slope of the input-
output curves of all groups [naive, 72.72 � 8.60 pA/�A,
n � 12; unpaired, 85.5 � 9.98 pA/�A, n � 7; conditioned,
81.98 � 17.51 pA/�A, n � 13; F(2,33) � 0.2878, p �
0.05; Figures 5A and 5B] and in the PPF (p � 0.05 in all
the instances; Figures 5C and 5D). Thus, the long-lasting
changes seem specifically localized to the areas in-
volved in fear conditioning.

Fear Memories in hotfoot Mutant Mice
To add further support to the cerebellar contribution to
fear memory, we have used hotfoot 4J mice, which are
characterized by a primary deficiency of the PF-PC syn-
apses. These mice lack the ionotropic glutamate recep-
tor delta2 subunit (GluR�2), which is normally targeted
selectively to the postsynaptic site of the PF-PC syn-
apse (Yuzaki, 2003). In these mice, like GluR�2	/	 mice,
nearly one-half of the branchlet spines are free of in-
nervation, although the total spine density is normal.

In these mice, we tested the acquisition and retention
of fear-conditioned responses. To test the acquisition,
we compared hotfoot and control mice freezing re-
sponse during (1) the two minutes before CS-US presen-
tation (“pre-acquisition” session), (2) the eight 30 s in-
trashock periods (“acquisition”), and (3) the one minute
immediately after the acquisition. Student’s t test showed
no difference in the freezing response between control
and mutant mice during the pre-acquisition period and Figure 5. PF-PC Responses in the Lobules IX and X Do Not Change
during the immediate postacquisition interval (p � 0.05; after Fear Learning
Figure 6A). Mixed ANOVA test (2
8) (2 treatments, con- (A) Synaptic currents of cells from naive, unpaired, and conditioned

groups 24 hr after acquisition session.trol and mutant mice, as between subjects variable; 8
(B) Input-output data on EPSC PF-PC synapses in the naive (circle,time intervals, as within subjects variable) showed no
n � 12), unpaired (square, n � 11), and conditioned (triangle, n �difference between the control and mutant mice in the
11) groups in the slices prepared 24 hr after acquisition session.freezing levels during the acquisition session (p � 0.05;
(C) PPF obtained in the same cells at four different time intervals

Figure 6A). These data show that hotfoot mutant mice (50, 100, 150, 200 ms).
do not have sensory or motor deficits that could occlude (D) PPF ratio of naive, unpaired, and conditioned groups. Reported

values are mean � SEM.fear memory acquisition. We then checked the retention
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Figure 6. Innate and Conditioned Fear Behavior in the hotfoot Mice

(A) Freezing response was measured as percentage of immobility during (1) the 2 min before the acquisition session, (2) the eight 30 s
intrashock periods, and (3) the 1 min immediately after the acquisition in the control (circle, n � 6) and hotfoot mutant (square, n � 6) mice.
(B) Short-term memory was tested by measuring context and cued (CS) freezing response 10 min after acquisition session in the control
(empty columns) and in hotfoot (hatched columns) mice. Freezing before CS retention is also shown (pre-CS). Mean � SEM freezing as
percentage of immobility.
(C) Long-term memory 24 hr after the acquisition session.
(D) Pain sensitivity assessed as lowest intensity of shocks required to elicit movement (movt), vocalization (vocal), and jump.
(E) Conditioned taste aversion (CTA) learning was assessed by measuring the percentage of water (W) and saccharine (S) consumption on
the total fluid intake during retrieval test.
(F) Open field test: number of rectangles crossed in the center and in the periphery, percentage of time spent in the center. No difference
was found between control (n � 6) and mutant (n � 6) mice.
(G) Anxiety-related behavior in the light-dark box: first step-through latency to enter the dark compartment, number of entries into the dark
compartment, and percentage of time spent in the lit and in the dark compartments. In all panels, reported values are mean � SEM.

of both the short- and long-term memory by testing sponse exhibited by the mice. There was no difference
between the two groups in the intensity of shocks re-context and cued fear responses, respectively, 10 min

and 24 hr after the acquisition phase. Mixed ANOVA quired to elicit movement, vocalization, or jump (Stu-
dent’s t test; p � 0.05 in all the instances; Figure 6D),test (2
2
2) (2 treatments, control and mutant mice,

as between subjects variable; 2 retention intervals, 10 indicating no difference in pain sensitivity.
In order to verify that the amnesic effects found inmin and 24 hr, as within subjects variable; 2 fear re-

sponses, context and CS freezing, as within subjects the hotfoot mice is specifically related to the cerebellar
dysfunction and is not due to some secondary alter-variable) showed differences between hotfoot and con-

trol mice related to the cued fear responses both at 10 ations in other structures such as the amygdala, known
to be crucial for fear memory (Rogan et al., 1997; McKer-min and 24 hr time intervals. Thus, in the hotfoot mice,

the periods of immobility, expressed as percentage of nan and Shinnick-Gallagher, 1997; Fendt and Fanselow,
1999; Sacchetti et al., 1999; LeDoux, 2000; Walker andthe total time, were decreased relative to the control

mice (10 min: control, 68.61 � 7.99; hotfoot, 25.26 � Davis, 2002), these mice were submitted to the condi-
tioned taste aversion (CTA) learning. In this aversive3.2; Figure 6B; 24 hr: control, 69.68 � 7.44; hotfoot,

19.85 � 5.35; Figure 6C; p � 0.001 in all the instances). task, the amygdala and many other systems (serotonin-
ergic and noradrenergic systems) are required (BuresNo difference was found for context fear retention (p �

0.05 in all the instances; Figures 6B and 6C). These data et al., 1998), but not the cerebellum (Supple et al., 1987;
Bures et al., 1998; Mediavilla et al., 1999). In the CTAclearly show that the PF-PC synapse alteration strongly

affects both short- and long-term cued fear memories. learning, the subjects learn to associate a gustatory
stimulus (most often saccharine as the CS) with an aver-The normal context freezing response in the hotfoot

mice shows that the cerebellar dysfunction does not sive stimulus (most often the distress induced by intra-
peritoneal administration of LiCl as the US), so that thealter this motor response and that the amnesic CS re-

sponse is not due to a decreased sensitivity to the shock. behavior toward saccharine becomes aversive instead
of appetitive (Bures et al., 1998). One-way ANOVA testTo further verify this point, we performed a control ex-

periment in which we administered electric shock of showed no difference between the two groups for the
saccharine and water consumption during the retrievalincreasing intensity while recording the behavioral re-
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session (p � 0.05; Figure 6E), thus confirming that the cant difference in the spontaneous anxiety-related be-
havior. Therefore, the amnesic effects observed in theseamnesic effect on fear memory is related specifically to
mice are likely not due to the interference with anxietycerebellar dysfunction.
state. In addition, our data show that the cerebellum
does not simply control the motor responses relatedhotfoot Mice and Anxiety-Related Behavior
to emotions. In fact, in the hotfoot mice, the freezingTo explore the tendency for innate fear in hotfoot mice
response is still present in the acquisition phase and inand their exploratory behavior, the animals were tested
the context retention, but it is selectively abolished inin two well-established models of anxiety, namely the
the cued retention. Therefore, our experiments suggestopen field test and the light-dark test. In both paradigms,
that the cerebellum is a link between sensory stimulusthe mice face a conflict between an innate aversion to
(a sound), its emotional significance, and the correctthe open space and the motivation to explore (Supple
motor behavior. This view is supported by our demon-et al., 1987; Johansson et al., 2001). A greater amount
stration that in normal animals, persistent modificationsof time spent in the brightly lit space is an index of
of the PF-PC synapses occur in those cerebellar lobulidecreased anxiety-like behavior. As shown in Figures
where there is a convergence of acoustic and nocicep-6F and 6G, the time spent in the center of the open field
tive stimuli.and the number of rectangle crossings by the hotfoot

The presence of a context freezing response in themice did not differ from the control group (Student’s
hotfoot mice is in line with a previous experiment ont test, p � 0.05). Similar results were found in the light-
irreversible pre-acquisition vermal lesion (Supple et al.,dark box test (Student’s t test, p � 0.05). It should be
1987). However, it is at variance with another reportnoted that a complete vermal lesion performed in adult
where tetrodotoxin application to the cerebellar vermis,animals led to a significant decrease in the fear-related
after the acquisition phase, impaired both context andinnate behavior (Supple et al., 1987, 1988). Such a differ-
cued fear-conditioned responses (Sacchetti et al.,ence might be due to the fact that in the hotfoot mice,
2002b). Since hippocampus is known to mediate con-the cerebellar deficiency is primarily limited to the PF-
text, but not cued, fear memory (Kim and Fanselow,PC synapses and that the deficiency is present during
1992; Fendt and Fanselow, 1999; Sacchetti et al., 1999;development, when compensatory mechanisms might
Sanders et al., 2003), the latter experiment indicates thattake place. These data support the view that the fear-
the functional integrity of the cerebellum is necessaryconditioned amnesia observed in the hotfoot mice is
for the hippocampus to mediate the context response.not due to a change in the spontaneous fear state.
Therefore, it is likely that in the hotfoot mice, where the
cerebellum is impaired from birth, as well as in long-Discussion
term lesioned animals, the hippocampus has become
relatively independent from the interaction with the cere-In this paper, we show that following fear conditioning,
bellum.obtained by associating a sound with an electric shock,

In line with the demonstration that a primary selectivethere is a long-term change in the PF-PC synapses and
dysfunction of the PF-PC synapse affects fear memory,

that a cerebellar dysfunction due to a primary impair-
our results provide evidence of a synaptic plasticity in-

ment of these synapses does not prevent the acquisi-
duced by behavioral learning in the cerebellum. These

tion, but impairs short- and long-term retention, of this changes are long lasting, since they persist for at least
learning paradigm. 24 hr after acquisition. Changes in synaptic strength

Evidence that the cerebellum participates in the neural following electrical stimulation have been assumed to
circuitry subserving emotional processes has been underlie behavioral learning (Carey and Lisberger, 2002).
widely provided (Snider and Maiti, 1976; Heath et al., In addition, behavior-induced synaptic plasticity has
1981; Supple et al., 1987, 1988; Supple and Leaton, been described in several brain regions (Moyer et al.,
1990; Sebastiani et al., 1992; Supple and Kapp, 1993; 1996; Rogan et al., 1997; McKernan and Shinnick-Gal-
Schmahmann and Sherman, 1998; Parvizi et al., 2001; lagher, 1997; Rioult-Pedotti et al., 2000; Sacchetti et
Maschke et al., 2002; Sacchetti et al., 2002b). Among al., 2001, 2002a). Although this plasticity may represent
others, the cerebellum is connected with the amygdala, metaplastic changes that facilitate the storage of mem-
the limbic system, and the paralimbic and neocortical ory trace by other mechanisms or at another location,
association areas (Snider and Maiti, 1976; Schmahmann they are often interpreted to represent a memory trace.
and Sherman, 1998). Human cerebellar dysfunctions In line with this assumption, we interpret our demonstra-
also lead to emotional abnormalities (Snider and Maiti, tion of an increased synaptic strength in the PF-PC syn-
1976; Heath et al., 1981; Schmahmann and Sherman, apses as suggesting that this synaptic change might
1998; Parvizi et al., 2001; Maschke et al., 2002). More- be part of the neural substrate of fear memory. This
over, vermal stimulation affects the activity of the amyg- conclusion is in line with two recent studies, performed
dala, the septum, and the hippocampus (Snider and by reversible inactivation techniques, strongly sug-
Maiti, 1976), while lesions of the vermis or its reversible gesting that cerebellar cortex may contain a memory
blockade affect autonomic and behavioral fear-condi- trace (Attwell et al., 2002; Sacchetti et al., 2002b).
tioned responses (Supple et al., 1987, 1988; Supple and Previous lesion studies have already shown the criti-
Leaton, 1990; Sebastiani et al., 1992; Supple and Kapp, cal role of the cerebellum in learning motor tasks, such
1993; Sacchetti et al., 2002b). Therefore, it is likely that as eye blink conditioning and adaptation of the vestib-
the cerebellum is linked to these extracerebellar circuits. ulo-ocular reflex (Ito, 1984, 2001; Kim and Thompson,

1997; Medina et al., 2000, 2002; Attwell et al., 2002;In the hotfoot mice, we found no statistically signifi-
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were left undisturbed for 2 min. After this time, the CS (a 1000 HzKoekkoek et al., 2003). Damage to the cerebellar cortex,
tone amplified to 70 dB lasting 6 s) was administered 8 times atcerebellar nuclei, or inferior olive impairs both of these
25 s intervals. The last 1 s of each CS was paired with the US,tasks (Ito, 1984, 2001; Kim and Thompson, 1997; Medina
consisting of an electric foot shock (1 mA). The second group of

et al., 2000, 2002; Attwell et al., 2002; Koekkoek et al., rats (unpaired) received the same number of conditioned stimuli
2003). In addition, eye blink conditioning and adaptation administered at 1 s intervals. Immediately afterward, the rats were

placed back in the home cage. After 45 min, the animals were placedof the vestibulo-ocular reflex have been studied also by
back in the apparatus, where they immediately received the samerecording neuronal activity during behavioral training
number of unconditioned stimuli at 1 s intervals. These procedures(Ito, 1984, 2001; Kim and Thompson, 1997; Schreurs et
were designed to make it difficult for the animals to associate theal., 1997, 1998; Medina et al., 2000). These results helped
US with the CS and the surrounding. The third group of rats never

to identify the structures and online changes that occur left the home cage (naive). Fear retention was tested 10 min and 24
during learning, but they did not provide direct evidence hr after the training session or after a similar time lapse in the

home cage for the naive group. The subjects were placed insidefor long-term traces in the cerebellum.
the conditioning apparatus and were left there for 2 min. During aThe plastic changes we observed consist of a long-
subsequent 25 s period, a series of eight acoustic stimuli (CS) werelasting potentiation of the synaptic transmission be-
administered, identical to those used during the acquisition session.tween PF and PC. This phenomenon has never been

hotfoot and control mice (females, 2 months old) underwent a
described in the cerebellum in vivo, although it has been similar procedure for fear memory acquisition: after 2 min of free
described in the hippocampus (Sacchetti et al., 2001, exploration in the conditioning chamber, a series of conditional

stimuli (3500 Hz tones lasting 6 s) was administered 8 times at 30 s2002a) and amygdala (Rogan et al., 1997; McKernan
intervals. The last 2 s of each CS were paired with the US consistingand Shinnick-Gallagher, 1997). In vitro experiments have
of an electric foot shock (0.75 mA). The mice were left there for anshown that a postsynaptic LTP is induced in the cerebel-
additional 1 min, and afterward they were returned to their homelum by a repetitive activation of the PF (Lev-Ram et al.,
cages. 10 min after this acquisition session, we tested short-term

2002, 2003). Therefore, it is possible that our LTP is the memory fear retention by representing to the mice the same context
result of a conjunctive activation of two separate PF in which they were trained (contextual fear conditioning). 2 min after

this, the subjects were placed in a novel environment (“pre-CS”) forchannels under CS and US stimuli. In this respect, it has
an additional 2 min, and afterward a series of eight acoustic stimulito be underlined that PFs are known to carry, together
(CS) were administered, identical to those used during the acquisi-with acoustic inputs, nociceptive information (Saab and
tion session (cued fear conditioning). Long-term memory was testedWillis, 2003). In order to check whether our potentiation
in the same way 24 hr after the acquisition session. In all the experi-

shares common cellular mechanisms with this artificially ments, the freezing response was recorded and its duration was
induced LTP, a further issue will be to test if fear condi- taken as a fear index. Freezing was defined as the complete absence

of somatic motility, except for respiratory movements.tioning experience occludes subsequent LTP and
Conditioned Taste Aversionwhether it interferes with LTD in the PF-PC synapses.
Control and mutant mice were deprived of water for one day. AfterSince LTP and LTD can both be expressed postsynapti-
this period, the mice were trained for 2 days to drink their dailycally, this synaptic site is important as a place capable of
supply of water during a 20 min interval in the drinking box, equipped

use-dependent bidirectional modification. Interestingly, with two calibrated pipettes. On day 3, the mice were offered 0.1%
both our LTP and the previously studied LTD (Ito, 2001) solution of sodium saccharine in all pipettes immediately followed

by an intraperitoneal injection of lithium chloride (LiCl, 0.15 M, 2%are mediated by AMPA receptors. An increasing number
b.wt.). On day 4, the animals were again offered water. For retrievalof investigations show that this family of glutamate re-
test on day 5, one pipette was filled with water and the other withceptors plays an important role in long-term plasticity
saccharine. The individual preference scores for each mouse werein vitro (Bredt and Nicoll, 2003). Moreover, administra-
expressed as the percentage of saccharine versus water intake from

tion of agonists and antagonists of these receptors in the total fluid consumption.
the amygdala modifies fear retention (Walker and Davis, Open Field Test

The open field consists of a plastic opaque box (40 
 40 
 44 cm).2002). Finally, it should be noted that recent reports
The mice were put in the center and their behavior (time spentshowed that following eye blink conditioning, there is
in the center and number of rectangles crossed in the center andan increase of PC excitability (Schreurs et al., 1997,
in the periphery) was observed for 10 min.1998) and that motor learning increases the number of
Light-Dark Box

excitatory synapses onto the Purkinje cell (Kleim et al., This apparatus consists of a dark compartment and a light compart-
1997), results that are congruent with our data on PF- ment connected by a 7 
 6 cm opening. The mice were placed

in the light compartment, and we measured the first step-throughPC potentiation.
latency to enter the dark compartment, the number of entries intoIn conclusion, our data provide evidence of an involve-
this compartment, and the total time spent in both the lit and thement of the PF-PC synapse in fear memories. In addition
dark compartments during a 10 min period.to better characterizing the role of the cerebellum in

All the behavioral procedures were performed between 10:00 a.m.
emotional behavior, our results identify a synaptic loca- and 1:00 p.m. to minimize circadian influence. The experimental
tion and mechanism of this process. It thus seems likely plan was designed in accordance with Italian Law for care and use

of experimental animals (DL116/92) and approved by the Italianthat the cerebellum is part of a complex system control-
Ministry of Health.ling emotional behavior.

Experimental Procedures Slice Preparation
Brain slices were prepared 10 min or 24 hr after the acquisition
session from conditioned, unpaired, and naive groups. Briefly, theBehavioral Procedures

Fear Conditioning rats were decapitated and the vermis of the cerebellum was re-
moved and quickly cooled by dipping in ice-cold artificial cerebro-Young Wistar rats (14- to 16-day-old) were randomly divided into

three behavioral groups. The first group (fear conditioned) was spinal fluid (ACSF; in mM: 125 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 1.25 NaH2PO4, 1 MgCl2,
2 CaCl2, 26 NaHCO3, 20 glucose) saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2.trained in a basic Skinner box module (Coulbourn Instruments, Rat

Test Cage). Once placed inside the conditioning apparatus, the rats Parasagittal (for patch-clamp recordings) or frontal (for extracellular
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recordings) (200 �m thick) slices were cut in a vibratome and left Accepted: May 13, 2004
Published: June 23, 2004to recover 1 hr in ACFS at 25�C. Then, one slice at a time was

transferred to a recording chamber and constantly perfused with
ACSF at room temperature (22�C–26�C). References
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